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t h e  m u s i c

I often speak of “archives as organisms,” sets of pieces that become long single pieces: sym-
phonies, for example, suites, song cycles, even recorded albums. The interplay of multi-ness 
and one-ness in such works raises questions about perception that both tantalize and beguile 
us. How to hear a group of things as one thing?

Neil Thornock’s Cosmology is a set of seven movements, each with a title and scriptural epi-
graph, but with no pauses to separate them and, indeed, a metaphysical program to unite 
them. That program depicts a soul’s cosmic journey via a series of metaphors. The first four 
movements take their names from inanimate objects (curtain, clocks, dolls, mirrors), the 
next two for living things (tree, serpent). The final movement returns to the inanimate, this 
time overtly musical: bells. While “programmatic suite” seems an apt rubric for the work, I 
prefer to think of it as a tone poem for piano. The vocabulary is fresh, but the grand manner 
of the work echoes the passions of an age that dared to call itself “romantic.”

Before touring the movements, let me say something about the whole. Throughout 
Cosmology one hears magmatic flows of changing viscosity alternating with mechanistic 
tropes that often seem to get stuck or skip ahead. We recognize interruption as the fate of 
all living things. We sense in the work not just the individual’s evolution, but the growth and 
decay of small societies or large civilizations, with buildings suddenly jutting up beside road-
ways, new streets branching out, wings added to the buildings, and so forth. Implausibly 
virtuosic ornamentations become motifs that grow into monoliths, which, in turn, erode as 
some new force takes over. If my own metaphors seem overblown, they only reflect the epic 
expression of this work, which matches that of, say, Rzewski’s The People United Will Never Be 
Defeated or Feldman’s Triadic Memories. 

I hear “Curtain” as an overture. In its profoundly slow chorale of rippling tremolando chords, 
one indeed senses an immense curtain rustling in some primeval wind. Layers of broken 

chords and tunes emerge, some Chopinesque, albeit steeped in a kind of polychordal mist. 
A funereal section ensues, replete with tolling bells, the spaces between them gradually filled 
with prowling gestures until the tremolos return. 

That movement’s final low-bass chiming leads into the second movement, “Clocks,” a gallery 
of distinct mechanistic patterns, each keenly paced. Dynamic shifts evoke different spatial 
relations to the ear until the mechanisms themselves become almost seismic, clanging like 
an enormous clock tower. Embellishments proliferate, bursts of notes, often gregarious, but 
always with a tinge of questioning. Terse epigraphs or elaborate pianisms increasingly inter-
rupt the more or less regular patterns. Finally, frenetic repeating block chords threaten to 
overwhelm the piece, till a sober tune enters and shuts the mechanical door.

“Dolls” imagines an achingly slow waltz, with dashes of syncopation and broad lines sweep-
ing across registers. This waltz gives way to a series of episodes filled with block-chord 
interjections and arabesques, increasingly disjunct, until a distorted version of the waltz 
resumes. Halfway through the movement, a mountainous shuddering interrupts the flow, 
whereupon individual tones become tiny gravitational vortices. Along the way, a mostly 
spectral series of solo lines creates the illusion of atomistic responsories, as if dolls struggled 
for organic life, but are blocked by the laws of physics. A long, block-chordal coda seems 
to lure the movement to a close.

“Mirrors” consists mostly of quasi-molecular mutterings, like ornaments but with their prin-
cipal tones stripped away. Yet, with the sustain pedal depressed throughout, the effect is 
of a relentless cascade of stones being thrown into a lake or of telegraph signals being sent 
from another world. Two minutes into the movement a repeated pitch signals an onslaught 
of what seem fragments of lost pieces. It is as though a hunt for regular pulsations signaling 
life among galaxies takes over. When found, these pulsations slowly die off. At last, though, 
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a thunderous array of pulsations arrives. The movement ends in dervish-like whirling.

In “Tree” one recognizes the standard components of a tree—roots, branches, leaves—not 
by analysis but by a subconscious apprehension. What seem like grafts of earlier material 
line the tree. When the whole work’s opening tremolos return, one may detect a vague 
recapitulation, a second overture, with its sections refit and reoriented: fast, chiming block 
chords; a slow dance throbbing with clocks and dolls; a series of apotheoses ending with a 
wild flapping of wings, as though ready to carry the tree away.

Perpetual motion sixteenth-note solo lines slithering across registers give “Serpent” the most 
blatant text-painting of the work. These lines sometimes get stuck in narrow registers, then 
break free, all the while encountering hammerstroke chords or partnering with new solo 
lines in counterpoint. At the movement’s mid-point a calculated inertia sets in, breaking the 
texture into angular dissociations of earlier movements. The perpetual motion eventually 
resumes, until the onset of the work’s final movement—a coda, really, though a surprisingly 
ambivalent one.

This coda, “Bells,” states a series of relaxed, plainsong-like tunes in multi-octave doublings. 
As we’ve experienced throughout the work, a dislocation, a twinge of either jubilation or 
fright, ruptures expectations. The procession of bell tones returns, plaintive, like a final 
amen carrying the piece back into a sense of solitude. One final descent of these tones 
through the piano’s full range seems to lower the work into either resignation or denial—
in any case, an uneasy but profound sleep.

—Michael Hicks
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 1 Curtain   [12:46]

 2 Clocks   [8:12]

 3 Dolls   [10:54]

 4 Mirrors   [9:43]

 5 Tree   [12:30]

 6 Serpent   [6:15]

 7 Bells   [4:05]

   Total Time = 64:35
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